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MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

All of the plaintiffs in these four actions--initially a



group of plaintiffs headed by Association of Community

Organizations for RefL A Now (in 95 C 174), then a" ~her group

headed by the League of Women Voters of Illinois ("LWV"I) (in 95 C

281), next the united states (in 95 C 433) and finally the League

of United Latin American Citizens ("LULAC") (in 95 C 1387)-

complain of Illinois' refusal to comply with the mandates of the

National Voter Registration Act of 1993 ("Act," 42 U.S.C.

§§1973gg to 1973gg-102
). For their part defendants (state of

Illinois and various of its officials, including Governor Jim

Edgar, all of whom are collectively referred to for convenience

as the singular proper noun "Illinois") acknowledge that Illinois

is one of the tiny group of holdout states in that respect--and

Illinois seeks to justify its noncompliance by asserting the

Act's unconstitutionality.

Originally the united states moved for a preliminary

injunction, and this Court focused the parties' energies toward a

hearing on that motion. But now the United states has shifted to

This Court ordinarily prefers to avoid acronyms in multi
party actions, because the reSUlting alphabet-soup-like opinions
tend to be mind-numbing and to induce confusion. In this
instance only LWV and LULAC in addition to the United States need
to be mentioned briefly in this opinion, and acronyms rather than
"League" are used to identify those organizations because each of
them is a "League."

2 In the interest of simplicity citations to the Act will
take the form "Act §--," referring to the Act's internal
numbering rather than to its placement in Title 42. But
conversion to the latter is not difficult: That can be
accomplished by following "42 U.S.C. §1973gg" with a hyphen and
then a number that is 2 lower than the Act's internal number
(thus, for example, Act §2 corresponds to 42 U.S.C. §1973gg and
Act §5 corresponds to 42 U.S.C. §1973gg-3).
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a motion for summary jUdgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. (IIRule") 56

(earlier LWV had filec. '" like motion in its own ac" -:>n), and that

has put the preliminary injunction motion into the background

while the parties have completed their Rule 56 submissions. 3 At

this point the united States' summary judgment motion (in which

each of the other three sets of plaintiffs has joined orally~) is

ready for decision. s For the reasons stated in this memorandum

opinion and order, plaintiffs' Rule 56 motion is granted.

Facts

No outcome-determinative factual disputes exist in the areas

that the United states has accurately portrayed as material to

the decision in these cases (see Ex. 1 to this opinion, United

states' GR 12(m) statement, which this Court finds to be correct

in all material respects and therefore adopts). To the extent

3 For that purpose the parties' filings included the United
states' required statement under this District Court's General
Rule (nGR") 12(m) and Illinois' required response under GR
12(n).

4 After this opinion was already in sUbstantially final
form LULAC delivered its own Rule 56 motion, supporting
memorandum and GR 12(m) statement, noticing them up for
presentment on March 31. Because this opinion resolves LULAC's
case as well as the others, its earlier oral motion to join with
the united states will stand, and there is no need for such
presentment.

At this Court's suggestion Illinois, which had filed a
52-page Brief in opposition to the United states' Motion for
preliminary Injunction, avoided a major duplication of that
effort by not repeating its contents in Illinois' Rule 56 brief.
And a good thing, too--Illinois still managed to fill up 32 pages
in that second effort (so much for the practice of referring to
lawyers' work products as "briefs"!). This opinion will cite
Illinois' initial effort as nO. Mem. I __ II and its most recent
filing as "D. Mem. II --."
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that Illinois does not simply admit the United states' GR 12(m)

assertions, Illinois' _ated objections are often 'ibbles--and

in all events they are legally immaterial. For example, Illinois

GR 12(n) !4 says that some of its driver's license examination

stations are temporary voter registration places manned by

volunteers, with a majority (about 60%) of its employees

appointed as Deputy Registrars. similarly, Illinois GR 12(n) !5

says that Illinois provides some volunteer services of the nature

called for by Act §7. But such facts (and all the others that

are set out in Illinois' response to the GR 12(m) statement) do

not blink the overriding fact that Illinois does not comply with

all of the Act's requirements and that it has no intention of

doing so.

As for Illinois' lengthy GR 12(n) (3) (b) supplement (to which

the United states has not been called upon for a response), it

merely sets the framework for the legal arguments that this

opinion hereafter finds wanting as a matter of law. Illinois'

Paragraphs 1-11 simply summarize the provisions of the Act, its

Paragraphs 12-14 recite that the Act provides no opt-out escape

hatch, and its Paragraphs 15-89 set out the existing structure of

Illinois' governmental units and how they would assertedly have

to adapt themselves to respond to the Act. Finally its

Paragraphs 90-103 set out Illinois' views (through Executive

Director Ronald Michaelson of its state Board of Elections

("Board"» that the Act will undercut its efforts to combat

election fraud. But on that last point, it would turn the
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constitution on its head to contend that Illinois' views can

prevail over Congress- ,hen it comes to registratiof voters

for federal elections--and nothing in the Act inhibits Illinois'

ability to adhere to its own views in connection with its own

state and local elections. 6

As the united states has shown and as Illinois does not

effectively contest, Illinois' Board was preparing to implement

the Act in late 1994 (before the Act's required compliance date

of January 1, 1995). But although the Illinois General Assembly

was then in session and was thus able to take whatever action

might be necessary for that purpose, those things simply were not

done. Instead Illinois balked and decided that it would not take

any of the additional steps that the Act prescribes.

What Illinois sets out by way of response is really a

gauntlet-throwing defense: Essentially it takes the position

that it knows better than Congress what should be done to

facilitate voter registration (see attached Ex. 2, the

December 30, 1994 letter from the office of Governor Edgar to the

united states). But the discussion that follows confirms the

obvious: that as to registration for federal elections, it is

Congress and not Illinois whose judgment must control {although

6 Because of what has been said here as to the non
materiality of Illinois' factual assertions, this opinion finds
it unnecessary to resolve the dispute between LWV and Illinois as
to striking certain of the exhibits that Illinois tendered on the
earlier preliminary injunction motion. This Court has reviewed
and considered those exhibits and finds them insufficient to
create a genuine issue of material (that is, outcome
determinative) fact.
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under the Constitution Illinois does prescribe the qualifications

that any voter, eithel _ederal or state, must meetefore he or

she is permitted to register--a principle that is not at all

encroached upon by the Act) .

Constitutionality of the Act

This Court writes on a clean slate in the legal sense. Both

because only a few states other than Illinois have refused to

comply with the Act and because of the short time span that has

elapsed since the Act's January 1, 1995 effective date, the only

jUdicial opinion that has addressed the Act's constitutionality

is the March 2, 1995 decision of united states District Judge

James Ware in Wilson v. united states, Nos. C 95-20042JW and 94

20860JW, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3235 (N.D. Cal.). And it is of

course conventional wisdom (and we District Judges are regularly

reminded by our Court of Appeals) that District Court decisions

do not create precedent even at home, let alone abroad (Colby v.

J.C. Penney Co., 811 F.2d 1119, 1124 (7th Cir. 1987), reconfirmed

in such opinions as In re Smith, 964 F.2d 636, 638 (7th Cir.

1992) and Gould v. Bowyer, 11 F.3d 82, 84 (7th Cir. 1993».

Nevertheless Wilson provides guidance both because of its

identical sUbject matter and because Illinois, as did California,

seeks to rely on New York v. united States, 112 S.ct. 2408 (1992)

as assertedly pointing the way to a decision of the Act's

unconstitutionality. And as the ensuing discussion reflects,

this Court agrees with Judge Ware that New York is not at all in

point here.
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To turn to the matter at hand, three provisions of the

united states Constit\ ~on (not merely in conjunct 'n, but for

two distinct analytical reasons) give the lie to Illinois'

position. Here is the first clause of Art. I, §4 (emphasis

added) :

The Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for
Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in
each state by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress
may at any time by Law make or alter such Re¥ulations,
except as to the Places of chusing Senators.

Next Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment vests Congress with

the power to enforce that Amendment's provisions "by appropriate

legislation. II And of course the Fifteenth Amendment, which has a

corresponding enforcement provision in its Section 2, begins with

this section 1:

The right of citizens of the United States to vote
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or
by any State on account of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude.

By definition the Tenth Amendment, on which Illinois stakes

its all (that was the foundation stone on which New York rested

its declaration of unconstitutionality of another statute), does

not apply to powers vested in Congress by the Constitution. Thus

the earlier-emphasized portion of Art. I, §4 constitutes the

specific voting-regulation counterpart of the general Supremacy

7 [Footnote by this Court] Although that provision is
literally limited to congressional elections, congressional power
extends with equal force to elections of the President and Vice
President (cf. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 14 n.16 (1976),
citing Burroughs v. United States, 290 U.S. 534 (1934». Accord,
Justice Black's opinion in Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 124
n.7 (1970), a view that commanded a clear majority of the Court
in that highly-splintered case.
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Clause contained in Art. VI. And it is of course obvious (and is

well recognized in th~ ,ase law) that legislation . 'olementing

the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, adopted as they were

post-civil-War and well after the Tenth Amendment, does not run

afoul of the latter (see, e.g., city of Rome v. united states,

446 U.S. 156, 178-80 (1980), reaffirming Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer,

427 U.S. 445,456 (1976); and see EEOC v. Wyoming, 460 U.S. 226,

243 n. 18 (1983».

Illinois, obviously conscious of the latter soft spot in its

defense, devotes fully half (pages 4 to 20) of its D. Mem. II

discussion to a vain effort to gloss over the proposition that

has just been stated here in the single preceding sentence. But

once again length and repetition of discussion cannot substitute

for reasoned analysis. Just as is true of a contract between

private parties that is later amended, the compact of federalism

between states and the united states that is represented by our

Constitution cannot be read as though an earlier Amendment (the

Tenth) has somehow amended and limited later Amendments (the

Fourteenth and Fifteenth).

Illinois tries to accomplish that trick by sleight of hand:

It urges that the enforcement clause of the Fourteenth Amendment

confers "the same broad powers as the Necessary and Proper

Clause, Art. I, S8, cl. 18" (Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641,

650 (1967»--and presumably because the original body of the

Constitution (including the Necessary and Proper Clause)

antedated the Tenth Amendment, we are somehow supposed to
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conclude that the Tenth Amendment trumps the later-adopted Civil

War Amendments. Like .ly clumsily handled shell q 'a, that

simply won't deceive the perceptive observer. 8 That is not the

thrust of the numerous cases that have rejected Tenth Amendment

challenges to voting statutes that draw their sustenance from

those later Amendments. More on this sUbject a bit later.

But to return to the first line of constitutional support

for the Act (Art. I, §4), more than 60 years ago a unanimous

Supreme court said this about that constitutional provision in

Smiley v. Holm, 285 u.S. 355, 366-67 (1932) (emphasis added):

The subject matter is the "times, places and manner of
holding elections for Senators and Representatives."
It cannot be doubted that these comprehensive words
embrace authority to provide a complete code for
congressional elections, not only as to times and
places, but in relation to notices, registration,
supervision of voting, protection of voters, prevention
of fraud and corrupt practices, counting of votes,

8 In one of the numerous ironies (and inaccurate
characterizations of legal precedents) that mark Illinois'
sUbmissions, its D. Mem. 11-10 to 12 cites to and quotes from
Justice Brennan's plurality opinion in Pennsylvania v. Union Gas
co., 491 U.S. 1, 16-17 (1991) as though it "puts firmly to rest
any notion that Congress has broader powers under the Fourteenth
Amendment than it does under Article I" (D. Mem. 11-11). But
that is simply bogus--although four Justices shared Justice
Brennan's views in that portion of his opinion (which were not as
simplistic as Illinois would have it in any event), five Justices
did not. Indeed, four of the Justices who did not join in that
portion of Justice Brennan's opinion expressly emphasized the
temporal analysis that is set out in the text of this opinion
(491 U.S. at 41-42), pointing to Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer as the key
authority in that respect. Because Justice Brennan's plurality
opinion also relied on Fitzpatrick as a major linchpin for its
position (id. at 16-18), the lesson that plainly emerges from
Union Gas is that eight Justices (and hence the Court itself)
continue to regard Fitzpatrick as controlling precedent in the
area now under discussion in this opinion (Justice White, then
the ninth Justice and hence the swing vote, had no occasion to
speak to Fitzpatrick, in light of his view on the merits).
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duties of inspectors and canvassers, and making and
publication of e}' tion returns; in short, to enact the
numerous requirel .ts as to procedure and saf "\lards
which experience shows are necessary in order ~

enforce the fundamental right involved.

* * *
This view is confirmed by the second clause of
Article I, section 4, which provides that "the Congress
may at any time by law make or alter such regulations,"
with the single exception stated. The phrase "such
regulations" plainly refers to regulations of the same
general character that the legislature of the State is
authorized to prescribe with respect to congressional
elections. In exercising this power, the Congress may
supplement these state regulations or may SUbstitute
its own ..•• It 'has a general supervisory power over the
whole SUbject.'

That of course is precisely what Congress has done in the Act.

It is a total mischaracterization for Illinois to attempt to

portray the Act as prescribing the "qualifications" of voters (a

power that is granted to the States' legislatures by Art. I, §2).

Not a word in the Act purports to impinge on the States' power to

define what qualifications a voter must have, as contrasted with

expanding the ability of voters who possess such State-defined

qualifications to exercise their franchise. 9

9 In a classic nonsequitur D. Mem. 1-2 states:

Control over voter qualifications--and hence voter
registration--is reserved by the Constitution
exclusively to the States.

That ipse dixit, in making a quantum leap from "voter
qualifications" to "hence voter registration," is at war with
both the English language and common sense. Nor does it gain
credence by its essential repetition at D. Mem. 11-3, for the
reiteration of a false equation does not make it true. In much
the same way, D. Mem. 1-20 to 23 not only seeks to draw
sustenance by patching together opinions (including dissenting
opinions) in Oregon v. Mitchell, but it does so as to legislation
that at least arguably dealt with voter qualifications (such as
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Illinois urges that it knows better than Congress the risks
of voter fraud, so tht WPit should not be required .c~ comply with
the congressional directives as to the means for registration,
such as doing so in conjunction with motor vehicle driver's
license applications (Act §5) or by mail (Act §6) or in
conjunction with obtaining pUblic assistance and services for the
disabled (Act §7). Apart from the degree of presumptuousness
that Illinois' position in that regard might perhaps be thought
to reflect, the short answer is that such decisions as to
elections for federal office (the express subject matter of the
Act, as each of its sections specifies in unambiguous terms) are
for Congress and not for Illinois to make (indeed, the earlier-
quoted excerpt from Smiley specifically mentioned "prevention of
fraud and corrupt practices" as a sUbject within congressional
authority for federal elections).

If Illinois really has the belief that its current filings
represent, it may implement that belief not by disobeying the law
as to federal elections but rather by maintaining (if it wishes)
a separate voting registration record to preserve the purity of
its state and local elections. ill That type of dual structuring

voters' age), as the Act plainly does not. That Illinoisargument is thus doubly poverty-stricken.

10 This Court may perhaps be pardoned for taking a somewhatjaundiced view of that holier-than-thou stance. It has been thecommon perception for years (particularly in the pre-Shakmandecree days when the Democratic machine had a tight control onChicago and, before more recent population shifts, on Cook Countyas a result) that close statewide elections would come down to abattle between the chicago Democratic machine and variousdownstate Republican-dominated counties as to who could hold back
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was exactly what the Court's majority in Oregon v. Mitchell,

which upheld Voting R~ lts Act requirements for fe '~al elections

but not for state elections, produced. And if Illinois were

indeed to choose such a path, it could not of course complain of

the expense entailed in maintaining and implementing its views

for its own elections. 1I

What has been said to this point scotches Illinois' reliance

on the Tenth-Amendment-based decision in New York. In fact, New

York itself confirmed (112 S.ct. at 2417) (emphasis added»:

In a case like this one, involving the division of
authority between federal and state governments, the
two inquiries are mirror images of each other. If a
power is delegated to Congress in the Constitution. the
Tenth Amendment expressly disclaims any reservation of
that power to the states; if a power is an attribute of
state sovereignty reserved by the Tenth Amendment, it
is necessarily a power the constitution has not
conferred on Congress.

Because the last half of the first clause of Art. I, §4 is such a

power expressly delegated to Congress, and because the Act

involves an exercise of that power (as Smiley confirms), New York

is entirely inapropos here.

This alone would suffice to compel victory for the united

states and its fellow plaintiffs and defeat for Illinois and its

its voting returns longer to see how many votes were needed to
deliver victory. Vote fraud, like beauty, may lie in the eye of
the beholder.

11 It should of course be emphasized that Illinois could not
carry out its obligations under the Act in a way that would
subvert the Act's purposes (as, for example, by leaving voters
unclear as to their federally-conferred and federally-guaranteed
voting rights through the various means of registration
prescribed by the Act).
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officials. But as already indicated, the civil War Amendments

(the Fourteenth and F_ ~eenth) independently compe" "the same

conclusion. Those Amendments sought to erase pre-existing

discrimination by extending the franchise to blacks.

Implementation of that purpose validated the Voting Rights Act of

1965 (42 U.S.C. §1973), and the current Act was aimed at the same

target of disproportionately lower voter participation by racial

minorities (see Act §2(a) (3)12). In addition to such cases as

city of Rome, which Illinois somewhat astonishingly quotes in

part (albeit in trying unsuccessfully to distinguish what the

court held there),13 see South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S.

12 Illinois seeks to quarrel with Congress' findings by
pointing to Illinois' favorable performance in terms of black v.
white voters' registration rates (D. Mem. II-17 to 18). But it
is not for the jUdiciary to resolve factual disputes as to the
soundness of the underpinnings for congressional enactments. On
the contrary, the test for the validity of federal statutes in
this area (as in all others) is whether any rational basis exists
for Congress' action (see, e.g., the South Carolina case next
cited and quoted in the text and FCC v. Beach Communications,
cited a bit later in the text). And there is surely no
requirement that Congress must carve out of a statute of general
applicability any covered party that can prove that it does not
in fact fit within what Congress has found to be a problem
calling for a general response (see, e.g., Vance v. Bradley, 440
U.S. 93, 108 (1979) and cases cited there).

13 D. Mem. II-7 characterizes a portion of this language in
City of Rome, 446 U.S. at 179-80 (footnotes omitted) as something
merely "suggested" by the Supreme Court:

We agree with the court below that Fitzpatrick stands for
the proposition that principles of federalism that might
otherwise be an obstacle to congressional authority are
necessarily overridden by the power to enforce the Civil War
Amendments "by appropriate legislation." Those Amendments
were specifically designed as an expansion of federal power
and an intrusion on state sovereignty. Applying this
principle, we hold that Congress had the authority to
regulate state and local voting through the provisions of

13



301, 324 (1966):

The language and .rpose of the Fifteenth Ame' ~ment,

the prior decisions construing its several pr, isions,
and the general doctrines of constitutional
interpretation, all point to one fundamental principle.
As against the reserved powers of the states, Congress
may use any rational means to effectuate the
constitutional prohibition of racial discrimination in
voting.

Accord, Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.s. 452, 468 (1991),

reconfirming the pronouncement in EEOC v. Wyoming "that the

principles of federalism that restrain Congress' exercise of its

Commerce Clause powers are attenuated when Congress acts pursuant

to its powers to enforce the Civil War Amendments ..• because those

'Amendments were specifically designed as an expansion of federal

power and an intrusion on state sovereignty.'"

And the same principles that defeat Illinois' effort to rely

on the Tenth Amendment also compel rejection of its claim that

the Act impermissibly reorganizes state government. 14 By their

very nature, both the interrelationship between the two portions

the Voting Rights Act. National League of Cities, then,
provides no reason to depart from our decision in South
Carolina v. Katzenbach that "the Fifteenth Amendment
supersedes contrary exertions of state power," 383 U.S., at
325, and that the Act is "an appropriate means for carrying
out Congress' constitutional responsibilities," id., at 308.

If that is a "suggestion" (presumably something ranking with or
below a dictum), what pray tell would constitute a "holding"?

14 David Orr ("Orr"), the County Clerk of Cook County, has
filed an affidavit (United States GR 12(m) Statement Ex. 3) that
minimizes any such dramatic impact on Illinois' officials and on
the procedures that they would have to follow to comply with the
Act. Illinois vigorously disputes Orr's assertions. This
opinion, however, need not credit Orr's views to reach the
conclusions announced here, and this Court has not done so for
purposes of the current motion.
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of the first clause of Art. I, §4 and the very existence of the

Fourteenth and Fiftee~ Amendments contemplate th~ '. state

officials must act at the direction of Congress in the conduct of

federal elections (and hence must act in accordance with

congressionally enacted regulations leading to the conduct of

such elections (see, e.g., 42 U.S.C. §§1973aa-1 and 1973bb,

upheld in Oregon v. Mitchell; cf. Allen v. state Board of

Elections, 393 U.S. 544 (1969».

Legislative line-drawing is inherently a matter of creating

categories rather than dealing with each situation on a case-by-

case basis. In this instance Congress' decision was to exempt

from the Act only those States (1) that had no voter registration

requirement at all for any of their voters for federal offices as

of March 11, 1993 and thereafter or (2) that permitted, during

the same time frame, all of their voters to register at the time

that any federal election was held. All other States (Illinois

included) would have to adapt their registration machinery (but

not their definitions of voter qualifications ls ) to the Act's

requirements. That was surely a rational classification, and

hence it must be upheld under classic constitutional doctrine

(see FCC v. Beach Communications, Inc., 113 S.ct. 2096, 2101-02

(1993) for an extensive exposition--including a host of

citations--reconfirming that principle).

IS It is frankly tiresome to have to repeat this
parenthetical. But repetition breeds repetition--that is, there
is no better way to counter Illinois' frequent reiteration of its
mischaracterization of the Act than to reemphasize the falsity of
that characterization.
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Conclusion

In summary, New \ ~ cannot remotely be viewe'~'as carrying

the baggage that Illinois seeks to load on that decision. From

more than one perspective the Act plainly passes constitutional

muster. There is no genuine issue of material fact, and the

united states is (and the plaintiffs in each of the other three

cases are) entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.

In accordance with the prayer for relief contained in the

united states' Complaint, this court therefore:

1. declares that Illinois and its individual

codefendants are not in compliance with the Act;

2. declares that all provisions of Illinois law or

regulations that conflict with the Act are pre-empted by the

Act;

3. enjoins the individual defendants, their agents and

successors in office and all persons acting in concert with

any of them from failing or refusing to comply with the

requirements of the Act; and

4. orders the individual defendants, their agents and

successors in office and all persons acting in concert with

any of them promptly:

(a) to designate a chief state election official

to be responsible for coordination of Illinois'

responsibilities as required under Act SID and to

delegate to such individual all necessary powers to
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achieve such compliance; 16

(b) tc ake all steps necessary to ~llow

individuals to register to vote in federal elections as

part of the driver's license application process, when

applying for assistance at specified state agencies,

and by mail-in registration as is required by the Act;

(c) to take all steps necessary to ensure

(l) that no individual's registration to vote in

federal elections is cancelled for failure to vote and

(2) that Illinois employs the procedures outlined by

Act S8{d) before cancelling any individual's

registration to vote in federal elections, unless the

individual's registration is cancelled by reason of

death, criminal conviction, mental incapacity or at the

registrant's request; and

(d) to ensure that individuals who move within

the same registrar's jurisdiction remain eligible to

vote in federal elections even if they have not

notified the registrar before the election.

This Court sets a status hearing at 8:45 a.m. April 3, 1995 for

purposes of discussing the actions that Illinois contemplates

16 LWV's motion for preliminary injunction had suggested as
an alternative to this provision that this Court appoint a
special master to perform the coordination duties under Act S1D
until Illinois comes into compliance in that respect. Because
every day's delay in implementing the Act involves the potential
disenfranchisement of otherwise eligible voters, that suggestion
has substantial force and calls for further input from the
parties.
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taking in response to this opinion and, relatedly, to discuss the
possible appropriaten~ ~ of this Court's appointmr- ~ of a special
master as mentioned in n.15.

Milton I. Shadur
Senior United states District JUdge

Date: March 28, 1995
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